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ABSTRACT A critical problem associated with surgical simulation is balancing deformation accuracy
with a real-time performance. Although the canonical surface mass-spring model (MSM) can provide an
excellent real-time performance, it fails to provide effective shape restoration behavior when generating
large deformations. This significantly influences its deformation accuracy. To address this problem, this
paper proposes a modified surface MSM. In the proposed MSM, a new flexion spring is first developed to
oppose bending based on the included angle between the initial position vector and the deformational position
vector, improving the shape restoration performance, and enhance the deformational accuracy ofMSM; then,
a new type of surface triangular topological unit is developed for enhancing the computational efficiency
and better adapting to the different topological soft tissue deformational models. In addition, to further
improve the accuracy of deformational interactions between the soft tissue and surgical instruments, we also
propose two new collision detection algorithms. One is the discrete collision detection with the volumetric
structure (DCDVS), applying a volumetric structure to extend the effective range of collision detection
and the other is the hybrid collision detection with the volumetric structure (HCDVS), introducing the
interpolation techniques of the continuous collision detection to DCDVS. Experimental results show that
the proposed MSM with the DCDVS or the HCDVS can achieve accurate and stable shape restoration and
show the real-time interactive capability in the virtual artery vessel and heart compared with the canonical
surface MSM and new volume MSM.
INDEX TERMS Mass-springmodel (MSM), flexion spring, shape restoration, collision detection, soft-tissue
deformation, surgical simulation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Surgical simulation is a sophisticated virtual reality technol-
ogy that simulates real surgical processes for training medical
students or surgeons in the medical field by using comput-
ers [1]. It allows medical students and surgeons to improve
their operating skills in subtle surgical procedures without
potentially risking a patient’s life. In addition, it can also
save training time and enhance training efficiency for medical
students and surgeons [2]. Thus, many virtual surgery simula-
tors have been developed for some special operations such as
neurosurgery [3], [4], laparoscopic cholecystectomy [5] and
lung-related surgeries [6]. However, a crucial issue associated
with surgical simulation is how to simulate realistic interac-
tion behavior between soft tissue and surgical instruments
such as realistic deformation interaction from visualization
and haptic perception [7], [8].
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To obtain this goal, some physics-based elastic defor-
mation models have been used instead of geometry-based
models in surgical simulation to improve visualization and
haptic perception fidelity [9] because physics-based mod-
els that consider continuum mechanics can achieve accurate
simulation by using numerical methods to solve the partial
differential equations (PDEs). Currently, various physics-
based elastic deformation models are employed to simu-
late the mechanical behavior of soft tissues. These models
are generally divided into two categories: the finite element
method (FEM) and the mass-spring model (MSM).
FEM is a continuum-based method and is relatively
accurate since it has a powerful biomechanical relevance.
However, its high computational cost makes real-time inter-
action prohibitive. To obtain real-time capabilities, linear
FEMs with condensation and precomputation techniques
are employed to rapidly compute the strains in the elas-
tic deformation models for surgical simulation [10]–[15].
However, it is difficult for linear FEMs to simulate the large
deformations and rotations in the virtual surgical simulation.
To overcome these difficulties, Georgii and Westermann [16]
proposed the corotated FEM technique, which can divide the
displacement of an element into two parts: the rigid solid
rotation and the deformation. Some similar approaches were
applied in [17] and [18]. However, the corotated FEM tech-
nique still retains linear elastic behavior, which may cause the
rare reality for soft tissue simulation. To achieve accuracies
for large strains or rotations, Miller et al. [19] proposed
combining explicit time integration with FEM to eliminate
solving iterative equations during the time step procedure.
Sangpradit et al. [20] presented a rolling finite element
model (RFEM) for simulating rolling tissue indentation in a
relatively short time. Tang and Wan [21] proposed a strain-
based constraint FEM to efficiently simulate nonlinear homo-
geneous soft tissues in an interactive simulation. Although the
abovementioned FEMs have achieved some improvements in
computational accuracy and speed, they can be used for real-
time interaction in only relatively small and simple models.
MSM is another physics-based elastic deformation model
based on Hooke’s law and is discretized into many mass
points interconnected to each other with massless springs.
Although there is the main limitation for the MSM in biome-
chanical accuracy, its simple mathematical frame, high ver-
satility for topological changes, and computational frame
are well suited for parallel computing and are all appeal-
ing advantages over FEMs in surgical simulation [29]–[31].
In addition, to improve the biomechanical accuracy of the
MSM, a number of variant MSMs have been developed,
mainly focusing on designing or optimizing their shape and
topology, describing the realistic mechanical behavior of
actual soft tissue including nonlinear elasticity, and balancing
real-time computation and accuracy for surgical simulation.
Initially, the canonical surface MSM was mainly used
for simulating woven fabrics such as for animating cloth
objects [22]. The canonical surface MSM consists of a mesh
with many mass points, and each mass point is linked to its
neighbors by massless springs with a natural length that is
not equal to zero; these springs can be divided into structural
springs, shear springs, and flexion springs [22]. Subsequently,
the canonical surface MSM is introduced or improved to
simulate the deformable surface tissues in surgical simula-
tion, such as the craniofacial or facial part [23], [24] and
virtual severed blood vessels [25]. Nedel and Thalmann [26]
simulated muscle tissue using a surface MSM with addi-
tional angular springs to preserve the muscle volume shape,
but the additional angular springs could effortlessly influ-
ence the material properties, potentially resulting in a stiffer
model. To improve the realism and real-time performance of
the virtual surgical simulation, Bao et al. [27] proposed a
dynamic surface MSM, using the virtual spring to simulate
the volumetric data of soft tissue. However, their model did
not consider the problem that the linear elastic model may
lead to a super-elasticity effect. Wang et al. [28] presented
a modified surface MSM, introducing a rigid core and new
springs to preserve the volumetric and shape information of
soft tissue. In addition, the super-elasticity influence of linear
elastic models was also corrected by using inverse dynam-
ics. However, its simulation precision needs to be further
enhanced owing to the rigid core. Although the abovemen-
tioned MSMs based on surface mesh have a simple structure
and high computational speed, their ability to simulate soft
tissue, including simulating nonlinear elasticity and shape
restoration, needs to be further improved. In particular, when
the surface MSMs generate large deformation, it is hard for
surface MSMs to restore the original shape.
Furthermore, the volumetric mesh MSM was developed
to improve the nonlinear and shape restoration for simu-
lating soft tissue deformation. The topological structure of
the volumetric mesh MSM is composed of many tetrahe-
dral or cubic units, each of which is in turn composed of
springs and mass points. Mollemans et al. [29] proposed
a tetrahedral MSM. However, this technique is not suitable
for real-time simulation due to its high computation cost.
San-Vicente et al. [30] proposed a cubic MSM with linear
springs to approximately represent the complex nonlinear
behavior of living tissues, in which the spring orientations
were categorized into vertices, diagonal and internal diago-
nal. Duan et al. [31] introduced novel constraints on positions
in a tetrahedral MSM to simulate nonlinearity and shape
restoration in order to realistically simulate incompressibility.
However, compared with surface MSMs, However, both the
cubic and tetrahedral MSM has too many springs and thus
still have a high computational cost, especially in simulating
complex soft tissue models.
Unlike FEMs, which are formed according to the elastic-
ity theory, MSMs rely on the structure of the spring mesh,
and it is difficult to achieve suitable spring stiffness and
damping. Therefore, Lloyd et al. [32] developed a method
to identify the isotropic linear spring parameters with trian-
gular, rectangular and tetrahedral meshes. Moreover, some
investigations also are performed for improving the time
integration techniques of mass-spring systems. For instance,
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Liu et al. [33] developed a new numerical approach based on
block coordinate descent for implicit Euler time step of the
mass-spring system, which can approximate the solution in a
limited amount of computational time.
In addition, since most biological soft tissues are charac-
teristic by a nonlinear mechanical response, some researchers
have attempted to introduce nonlinear springs into the MSM
to achieve more realistic simulations. Cooper and Mad-
dock [34] developed nonlinear springs with a polynomial
formulation. Teschner et al. [35] presented a multilayered
spring configuration with several polynomial coefficients to
simulate soft tissue deformation during surgical procedures.
Basafa et al. [36] presented a nonlinearMSMwith its parame-
ters tuned to simulate the nonlinear and viscoelastic behaviors
of typical living soft tissues. Huangfu et al. [37] developed a
tetrahedral MSM with nonlinear spring equations by using
the dynamic local simulation solution algorithm based on the
modified explicit Euler integration to solve the deformation
equation. Omar et al. [38] developed an MSM by using the
stiffness variation in a conical spring to simulate the nonlinear
deformation of soft tissues. However, it is more difficult for
MSMs with nonlinear springs to accurately estimate their
parameters, which greatly restricts their flexibility in the
virtual surgical simulation.
Some other methods have also been employed to simulate
deformations of soft tissue. James and Pai [11] proposed the
boundary element method (BEM) to simulate deformation.
Owing to the hypothesis of isotropic linear elasticity for the
deformation model, this method may result in unrealistic
deformation effects in a simulation with large deformation.
Ahmadian and Nikooyan [39] reported a method utilizing
the empirical formulas derived from practical experiments
for the deformation of soft tissue, in which the deformation
behaviors of the different soft tissues are described using dif-
ferent mathematical formulations with the optimization tech-
nique. However, its deformational accuracy greatly depends
on the experimental results from soft tissues. Further-
more, the experimental results from soft tissues also greatly
constrain its extensibility. Horton et al. [40] developed a
meshless method on the basis of the total Lagrangian formu-
lation to simulate the deformation of very soft tissue. Due
to the explicit time integration with small time steps being
employed to stabilize the simulation, this approach has some
limitations in real-time simulations. Liu et al. [8] presented
a hybrid method, combining the advantages of the MSM and
FEM. However, this method has a high computational cost
for solving continuum constitutive equations.
For a surgical simulation system, the elastic deformation
model should simultaneously achieve both accurate defor-
mational behavior and good real-time interaction. However,
the various elastic deformation models presented above
demonstrate that simultaneously achieving both goals is dif-
ficult. For instance, the canonical surface MSM [22] has a
simple structure and high computational speed but has diffi-
culty restoring its original shape when large deformation is
generated. This result occurs because the canonical surface
MSM failed to oppose bending in terms of the included
angle between the initial position vector and deformational
position vector. Therefore, the key issue for developing an
elastic model is maintaining a reasonable balance between
accurate deformational behavior and real-time performance
in a surgical simulation.
In addition, the accuracy of the deformational interaction
behavior also relies on the interactive collision detection in
the surgical simulation because a single missed collision
might result in an unacceptable simulation or remarkable
distortion [41], [42]. Most of the earlier work in interactive
collision detection was based on discrete collision detection
(DCD) algorithms [43]–[46]. Since the DCD algorithms are
only executed at a discrete interval of the simulation, they
have the low computational cost for interactive collisions.
However, owing to checking for collisions at a discrete
instance, the DCD algorithms may lead to missed colli-
sions with fast movements or very large deformations [56].
To address these problems, the continuous collision detec-
tion (CCD) algorithms have been developed. By employing
continuous paths and then detect them for overlaps, CCD
algorithms provides the simulation of the motion between
the discrete time steps. These algorithms involve interactive
algorithm for rigid models [47], articulated model [48], [49],
and deformable models [50], [51]. Nevertheless, CCD algo-
rithms need to provide the higher computational cost than
DCD. To reduce the computational cost, various acceleration
algorithms are designed. Some of them contain eliminat-
ing redundant elements [52], normal cone culling [53], and
coplanarity-based culling [54]. However, such acceleration
algorithms for the CCD algorithm are mainly limited to
the polygonal models of surface meshes [56]. To acceler-
ate the continuous collision detection on volume meshes,
Sud et al. [55] developed a fast proximity computation among
multiple deformable models by using voronoi-based culling
with N-body distance query. Tang et al. [56] proposed new
culling algorithm, which contains a continuous separating
axis test and eliminating redundant elementary tests between
the characteristic of volume elements to execute fast and
robust continuous collision checking between deforming vol-
ume meshes. However, the CCD algorithms are unable to
provide enough high real-time interactive performance when
the scale of deformable models are larger [57]. Moreover,
Faure et al. [58] and Allard et al. [59] developed some image-
space algorithms based on GPU rasterization techniques for
interactive collision detection. However, these algorithms can
causemissed collisions due to the discrete image-space repre-
sentation. In addition, Bounding volume hierarchies (BVHs)
have been extensively applied to improve the performance
of collision detection between rigid and deformable models.
Some typical BVH approaches are axis aligned bounding
box (AABB) trees [60], sphere trees [61], oriented bounding
box (OBB) trees [62], and discrete orientation polytopes
(DOPs) [63]. These typical collision detection algorithms
have provided effective detection of deformational bodies.
However, these typical BVH approaches need to continuously
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update their bounding volume for the large deformable mod-
els, leading to the high computational cost. Consequently,
it still remains some challenges for the collision detection
algorithms to provide both the detection accuracy and high
real-time interactive performance for the large deformable
models.
In this paper, we focus on the shape restoration problem
and real-time interaction of the surfaceMSM to achieve a bal-
ance between real-time performance and accurate deforma-
tional behavior in a surgical simulation. Specially, the shape
restoration performance denotes that after the deformations
ofMSM are over, theMSM can restore the degree of its initial
shape that it has before it never generates deformation. It is a
great crucial issue for a surface MSM to offer an excellent
shape restoration capability because the shape restoration
has a great impact on its deformation accuracy. In addi-
tion, to achieve accurate real-time interactions in the surgical
simulation, effective collision detection algorithms are indis-
pensable for the surface MSM. Since the DCD algorithms
have low computational costs and provide great real-time
interactive collision detections, it generally is used to provide
the collision detection for the surgical simulation. However,
the DCD algorithms cause missed or inaccurate detections
with fast movements, great large deformations, or surgical
with very small sizes. Although CCD algorithms can provide
accurate collision detection by using continuous interpola-
tions, these algorithms have high computational costs and
are usually used to detect high-speed collision such as the
collision detection for a car crash or high-speed bullet [56].
Specially, surgical operations are not particularly fast with
only local deformations or the fast movements for only the
local soft tissue. Therefore, it is another great crucial issue
to develop effective collision algorithms that can provide
an effective balance between the real-time interaction and
detection accuracy in the surgical simulation based on the
characteristics of the surgical operations.
To address these problems mentioned above, first, instead
of using the volumetric MSM, we propose a modified surface
MSM to simulate the volumetric tissue for real-time surgical
simulation. In our MSM, a new type of surface triangular
topological unit is developed to decrease the computational
burden and to better adapt to different topological soft tissue
models. Subsequently, to improve the deformational accuracy
of our MSM in the surgical simulation, a new type of flexion
spring is developed in our surface triangular topological
unit, which is capable of opposing bending based on the
included angle between the initial position vector and defor-
mational position vector. Specifically, the new flexion spring
can greatly improve the shape restoration for our MSM so
that the deformational accuracy of our surface MSM can
achieve substantial improvement. Finally, we developed two
new collision detection algorithms. One is the discrete colli-
sion detection based on the volumetric structure (DCDVS),
which uses the volumetric structure rather than the surface
structure to extend the effective range of collision detection
and improve the detection accuracy. The other is a hybrid
collision detection based on the volumetric structure
(HCDVS), which combines the advantages of the CCD and
the proposed DCDVS algorithm to achieve an effective bal-
ance between the detection accuracy and real-time interactive
performance. Both the algorithms can improve the accuracy
of interactions between the surgical instrument and our MSM
as well as enable our surface MSM to accurately detect
surgical instruments with different sizes. Moreover, experi-
ments on the virtual vessel and heart soft tissue are executed
to verify that our proposed surface MSM combined with
the volumetric structure interactive algorithm can achieve
accurate and stable shape restoration performance as well as
real-time interactive capability in surgical simulation.
This paper is arranged as follows: the proposed surface
MSM is illustrated in Section II and two different colli-
sion detection algorithms are demonstrated in Section III.
In Section IV, the performance of the proposed surface MSM
and two collision detection algorithms is experimented com-
pared with other state-of-art MSMs and collision detection
algorithms. Discussions and conclusions with future works
on our algorithms are detailed in section V and Section VI,
respectively.
II. PROPOSED MSM ALGORITHM
Generally, MSMs are composed of various topological mesh
units, and each mesh unit is composed of mass points and
spring units. According to the topological structure of the
meshes located on a closed surface or throughout the entire
volume space of the soft tissue model, MSMs can be divided
into surface and volumetric models. Compared with volumet-
ric MSMs, surface MSMs have the advantages of a simple
structure and high computational speed. However, when large
deformations are generated in surfaceMSMs, it is difficult for
surfaceMSMs to achieve good shape restoration. To achieve a
balance between accuracy and computational speed in virtual
surgical simulation, the proposed MSM including the topo-
logical unit and new flexion spring, is developed.
FIGURE 1. Polygons with different topologies can be built with triangular
topological units. (A) Quadrilateral abcd can consist of triangles abc and
acd. (B) A hexagon can also consist of many triangles, including
triangle abc.
A. TRIANGULAR TOPOLOGICAL UNIT
It is generally accepted that geometric models in computer
graphics are composed of triangles. In addition, the triangular
topological structure is the basic unit for describing a plane.
For instance, as shown in Fig. 1A, quadrilateral abcd can
consist of triangles abc and acd. In the sameway, the topology
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FIGURE 2. Implementation process of the surface MSM based on the virtual heart model. (A) The surface MSM consists of many triangular
topological units, and each triangular topological unit consists of three mass points and three spring units, such as the triangle unit xi xj xk .
(B) The inside structure of the surface MSM including mass points and spring units, such as the mass points xi and xj , and the spring unit sij .
(C) The spring unit sij consists of the structure spring ssij , damper dij , and new flexion spring sf ij .
of other polygons can consist of a series of triangles, such as
the hexagon in Fig. 1B. Therefore, the proposed surfaceMSM
adopts the triangular topological structure as the basic topo-
logical unit to better match different geometric topological
structures.
As shown in Fig. 2, taking the irregular virtual heart model
for example, we thoroughly demonstrate how to build our sur-
faceMSMusing triangular topological units. Figs. 2A and 2B
show that our surface MSM consists of many triangular topo-
logical units; each triangular topological unit consists of three
mass points and three spring units; each spring unit connects
two adjacent mass points and consists of a structure spring,
flexion spring and damper. These springs all follow Hooke’s
law. For instance, as shown in Figs. 2A and 2B, each of the
three blue points from the triangular topological unit xixjxk
represents a mass point of the surface MSM, and each of
the orange lines from the triangular topological unit xixjxk
represents a spring unit, such as the spring unit sij. Further-
more, Fig. 2C shows that the spring unit sij is composed of the
structure spring ssij, damper sd ij, and new flexion spring sf ij
Without loss of generality, suppose that the virtual heart is
discretized into a set of mass points N and a set of spring
units M . For two arbitrary adjacent mass points xi and xj,
i, j = 1, . . . ,N and i 6= j, they can be connected by the spring
unit sij ∈ M , which is composed of the structure spring ssij,
damper sd ij, and new flexion spring sf ij. The structure spring
ssij and damper sd ij are the same configurations as those of
the canonical surface MSM [22]. According to Hooke’s law,
the structure spring force is computed at time t as follows:
f sij (t) = ksij
[∣∣pj(t)− pi(t)∣∣− lij(0)] · pj (t)− pi (t)∣∣pj (t)− pi (t)∣∣ . (1)
Here, f sij (t) is the spring force of the structure spring ssij
acting on the mass point xi; ssij is allowed to connect mass
points xi and xj;ksij is the elastic coefficient of ssij; pi and
pj are the positions of the mass points xi and xj, respec-
tively; and lij (0) is the initial distance between xi and xj;∣∣pj(t)−pi(t)∣∣ denotes the absolute value or modulus of the
vector pj(t)−pi(t). Similarly, we define the damping force at
time t as follows:
f dij (t) = udij ·
∂
[∣∣pj (t)− pi (t)∣∣− lij (0)]
∂t
· pj (t)− pi (t)∣∣pj (t)− pi (t)∣∣
(2)
where f dij (t) is the damping force of the damper sd ij, describ-
ing the viscous force acting on xi; the damper sd ij is used to
connects xi and xj, and udijis the damping coefficient of sd ij.
B. NEW FLEXION SPRING
Furthermore, it is a significantly important problem for a
surface MSM to provide a good shape restoration perfor-
mance because the shape restoration performance has a great
influence on the deformation accuracy of theMSM. Since the
canonical surface MSM never has the accurate shape restora-
tion performance, it cannot provide an accurate deformation.
To achieve an accurate shape restoration performance, a new
type of flexion spring is developed to replace the shearing
and flexion spring from the canonical MSM [22], which can
greatly improve the deformational accuracy of the surface
MSM. Before demonstrating the new flexion spring in detail,
let us first consider the disadvantage of the canonical surface
MSM [22] involving the shape restoration.
1) DISADVANTAGE OF THE SHAPE RESTORATION FROM
THE CANONICAL SURFACE MSM
As shown in Fig. 3, to facilitate understanding, we assume
that the mass points xi and xk are fixed and that xj can move
in the xy plane and is adjacent to points xi and xk . In addition,
Fig. 3B shows that the initial equilibrium position of the mass
point xj is described as pj(0). Fig. 3C shows that the mass
point xj moves to position pj(t) at time t owing to external
forces acting on it. After that time, the mass point xj does not
stop moving until its kinetic energy is exhausted. In this case,
the mass point xj might stop at another equilibrium position
pj(te) at time te, as shown in Fig. 3D. In other words, the mass
point xj may be unable to return to the initial position pj(0).
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FIGURE 3. Disadvantage of the shape restoration from the canonical surface MSM. (A) Mass points xi , xk , and xj are adjacent to each
other on the surface MSM based on the heart model. (B) Assume that the mass points xi and xk are fixed and that the mass point xj
can move in the xy plane and has an initial position of pj (0). (C) The mass point xj moves to position pj (t) at time t . (D) The mass point
xj stops at another equilibrium position pj (te) at time te.
FIGURE 4. Schematic diagram of the new flexion spring. (A) The initial positions of the mass points xi and xj are pi (0)
and pj
(
0
)
, respectively; mass points xi and xj are located at positions pi (t) and pj (t) at time t , respectively. The spring
force f fij can enable the mass point xi to return to the original position pi (0) from the current position pi (t). (B) The
included angle θij between vectors pj
(
0
)− pi (0) and pj (t)− pi (t) is not equal to zero.
Similarly, it is easy to understand that if the mass points
xi and xk are not fixed, the mass point xj might also be
unable to return to its initial position pj(0). Therefore, the
canonical surface MSM might not recover its original shape
with deformation, especially large deformation.
2) PROPOSED FLEXION SPRING
To overcome the abovementioned problem, we propose a
new flexion spring, which is inspired from such a fact that
most biological tissues can oppose bending according to the
included angle between initial position vector and deforma-
tional position vector, so they can enable their connecting
mass points to return to their original position from the defor-
mational position with the external force being removed from
the biological tissues. The principle of the proposed flexion
spring is described as follows.
As shown in Fig. 4, pi(0) and pj (0) are the original posi-
tions of the adjacent two mass points xi and xj, respectively.
Due to the forces acting on the mass points xi and xj, these
points can move to positions pi(t) and pj(t) from positions
pi(0) and pj (0) at time t , respectively. It can be observed
in Fig. 4(B) that the included angle θij between vectors
pj (0) − pi (0) and pj (t) − pi (t) is not equal to zero when
position pj (t) from the vector pj (t) − pi (t) is translated to
position pj (0). At this point, since the flexion spring sf ij acts
on the mass point xi, the corresponding spring force f
f
ij tries
to enable the mass point xi to return to the original position
pi(0) from the current position pi(t).
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Similarly, the flexion spring sf ij acting on point xj is the
same resistance as that acting on point xi. Therefore, when the
external forces exerted on the soft tissue model are removed,
the forces f fij and f
f
ji acting on points xi and xj can enable the
positons pi(t) and pj(t) to return back to the original positions
pi(0) and pj (0), respectively. In other words, along with the
external forces being removed, the new flexion spring sf ij
can cause the vector pj (t) − pi (t) to return its initial state
pj (0)− pi (0) by enabling the included angle θij between the
vectors pj (0) − pi (0) and pj (t) − pi (t) to be equal to zero.
In the same way, each new flexion spring from our MSM
has the same effect as the flexion spring sf ij. Because these
flexion springs are capable of opposing bending according
to the included angle between initial position vector and
deformational position vector, they can enable their connect-
ing mass points to return to their original position from the
deformational position with the external force being removed
from theMSM. Hence, this model can efficiently improve the
deformational accuracy and achieve high shape restoration
for our MSM. According to the above principle, the new
flexion spring force ffij at time t can be computed as follows:
f fij (t) = k fij ·
θij∣∣pj (0)− pi (0)∣∣ . dij∣∣dij∣∣ (3)
where k fij is the elastic coefficient of the flexion spring sf ij;
θij is the included angle between vectors pj (0) − pi (0) and
pj (t)−pi (t);
∣∣pj (0)− pi (0)∣∣ is the absolute value ormodulus
of the vector pj (0)− pi (0); dij is the directional vector of the
flexion spring force f fij (t) as follows:
dij=
[
pj (t)− pi (t)
]⊗ [pj (0)− pi (0)]⊗ [pj (t)−pi (t)]∣∣[pj (t)− pi (t)]⊗ [pj (0)− pi (0)]⊗ [pj (t)−pi (t)]∣∣
(4)
where the directional vector dij is in the plane where the cross
product (⊗) between vectors pj (0)−pi (0) and pj (t)−pi (t) is
located and is also perpendicular to the vector pj (t)−pi (t), its
direction being from the vector pj (t)−pi (t) to pj (0)−pi (0).
Note that the included angle θij is defined as
θij = arccos
{
t
[
pj (t)− pi (t)
] [pj (0)− pi (0)]∣∣pj (t)− pi (t)∣∣ . ∣∣pj (0)− pi (0)∣∣
}
(5)
where  represents dot multiplication or inner prod-
uct between vectors pj (t) − pi (t) and pj (0) − pi (0);∣∣pj (t)− pi (t)∣∣ and ∣∣pj (0)− pi (0)∣∣ denote the absolute
value or modulus of vectors pj (t)− pi (t) and pj (0)− pi (0),
respectively.
C. DEFORMATIONAL COMPUTING FOR
PROPOSED SURFACE MSM
Suppose that mass point xi is adjacent to mass point xj with
the spring unit sij. Then, according to formulas (1), (2), and
(3), the internal force f inij (t) of the spring unit sij acting on
mass point xi(t) at time t is described as follows:
f inij (t) = f sij (t)+ f fij (t)+ f dij (t) . (6)
Similarly, mass point xi is linked with n mass points
through n spring units. Therefore, n spring units acting on
mass point xi can generate the total internal force f ini (t), which
can be computed at time t as follows:
f ini (t) =
n∑
j=1
f inij (t) =
n∑
j=1
(
f sij (t)+ f fij (t)+ f dij (t)
)
. (7)
For any mass point xi, i = 1, . . . ,N , there is a mass
mi ∈ R, an external force f exti (t) ∈ R3 and an internal force
f ini (t) ∈ R3 applied on point mi. The external force f exti (t)
acting on pointmi includes gravity and air friction. According
to Newton’s law, the dynamic equation of any mass point xi
from our surface MSM can be given at time t as follows:
miai (t) = f exti (t)+ f ini (t) (8)
where ai (t) ∈ R3 is the acceleration of mass point xi at time
t and can be computed as
ai (t) = f
ext
i (t)+ f ini (t)
mi
. (9)
Suppose the time interval is 1t; then, the position
pi (t +1t) is
pi (t +1t) = pi (t)+ vi (t) ·1t (10)
and the velocity vi (t +1t) of the mass point xi at time t+1t
can be given as
vi (t +1t) = vi (t)+ ai (t) ·1t. (11)
Note that vi (t) ∈ R3 and pi (t) ∈ R3 are the velocity and
position of mass point xi at time t , respectively.
The deformational computing steps for our surface MSM
are summarized as follows. Suppose that the initial time is t0.
Initialize the position pi (t0), velocity vi (t0), and mass mi for
eachmass point xi, i = 1, . . . ,N from ourMSM. The internal
force f ini (t0) and external force f
ext
i (t0) for each mass point
xi can be obtained according to formulas (7) and (8) with
pi (t0), vi (t0), and mi. For each mass point xi, i = 1, . . . ,N ,
the corresponding position pi and velocity vi can be iteratively
updated in the next time step t +1t using formulas (9), (10)
and (11). Therefore, the deformation of the proposed surface
MSM can be dynamically simulated.
III. PROPOSED COLLISION DETECTION ALGORITHMS
The DCD algorithms check for collisions at a discrete
instance, resulting in missed collisions with fast move-
ments or very large deformations [56]. This greatly influences
the accuracy of interactions between the surgical instrument
and deformational model and restricts the interactive capabil-
ity between surgical instruments with different sizes and the
deformational model. To address these problems, we develop
two new collision detection algorithms: the DCDVS and
HCDVS algorithm. The former utilizes the volumetric struc-
ture to extend the effective collision range of the DCD algo-
rithm, causing an improvement of detection accuracy. The
latter combines the DCDVS algorithm with the interpolation
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FIGURE 5. Differences between the DCD and DCDVS algorithms. (A) The surface MSM of the virtual heart is
composed of k triangles (triangular topological units), such as triangle ABC; a white ball o is used to
represent a surgical instrument. (B) P
(
t
)
and P
(
t + 1) represent the positions of the surgical instrument o at
time t and t + 1, respectively; line BC represents the sectional view of triangle ABC; 2R represents the
effective range (boundary condition) of the DCD algorithm in which the surgical instrument can collide with
triangle ABC. (C) Plane BC B`C` represents the sectional view of the triangular prism ABC A`B`C` ; 2R + l
represents the effective range (boundary condition) of the DCDVS algorithm in which the surgical instrument
can collide with triangular prism ABC A`B`C` .
technique of CCD algorithm [56] to achieve an effective
balance between the detection accuracy and real-time inter-
active performance. The two algorithms are demonstrated as
follows.
A. PROPOSED DCDVS ALGORITHM
Before demonstrating the DCDVS algorithm, let us first
consider the weakness of the DCD algorithm caused by the
discrete computing behavior of a computer.
1) WEAKNESS OF THE DCD ALGORITHM
As shown in Fig. 5, the surface MSM of the virtual heart is
composed of k triangles (triangular topological units), and
each of the k triangles such as triangle ABC is described
as the triangle tr i, i = 1, . . . , k . For the sake of simplicity,
a white ball o represents a surgical instrument, and its center
represents the position of the surgical instrument.
Furthermore, Fig. 5B shows that the surgical instrument
o is located at the position P (t) at time t before it interacts
with triangle ABC. The surgical instrument o (the white ball)
moves towards triangle ABC and gradually closer to it. In the
third subgraph of Fig. 5B from up to down, when the sur-
gical instrument (the white ball) is above the triangle ABC
and just touches it, the distance between the center of the
white ball and the triangle ABC is equal to R. Afterwards,
the white ball continues to interact with the triangle ABC until
it is below the triangle ABC. When the surgical instrument
(the white ball) is below the triangle ABC and just touches it,
the distance between them is also equal to R. As the white ball
continues to move down, the triangle ABC is unable to touch
the triangle ABC. From the above analysis, 2R indicates an
effective collision or interactive range between the surgical
instrument (the white ball) and the triangle ABC. Specially,
once the surgical instrument o (the white ball) moves towards
triangle ABC sufficiently quickly, the surgical instrument o
passed through triangle ABC and was then located at the
opposite position P (t +1t) of position P (t), without inter-
secting or contacting triangle ABC at time t +1t . The DCD
algorithm can execute effective collision detection only at
each interval 1t due to the discrete computing behavior
of a computer. Consequently, the DCD algorithm is unable
to detect collisions between the surgical instrument o and
triangle ABC at time t +1t even if there was a real collision
between time t and t +1t .
In this case, to effectively detect the collision between the
surgical instrument o and triangle ABC with the DCD algo-
rithm, the average moving speed of the surgical instrument
o should be less than or equal to the maximum speed value
Vmax , which is formulated as follows:
Vmean ≤ Vmax (12)
where Vmean is defined as the average moving speed of the
surgical instrument o; the maximum speed value Vmax can be
computed as follows:
Vmax = 2R
1t
(13)
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where R is the radius of the surgical instrument o and 2R
represents the effective collision range (boundary condition)
of the DCD algorithm in which the surgical instrument can
collide with triangle ABC, as shown in Fig. 5B. Formula
(13) clearly shows that the maximum speed Vmax depends on
the radius R of the surgical instrument and time interval 1t .
In general, the time interval 1t is fixed, depending on the
computer. However, the radius R of the surgical instrument
is variable depending on the design requirement. Once its
radius R becomes sufficiently short, the corresponding Vmax
of the surgical instrument o (the white ball o) will become
very slow according to formula (13), which greatly limits
the moving speed of the surgical instrument. Therefore, the
surgical instrument must move slowly. Otherwise, the inter-
action between the MSM and the surgical instrument may
not be successfully detected by the DCD algorithm at the
time interval1t . This may result in some incorrect interactive
results in the surgical simulation. Hence, the size of the radius
R need to be extended to ensure the validity and reliability of
the DCD algorithm in the surgical simulation.
However, this extension to the radius R can greatly affect
the performance of virtual surgical simulation. For instance,
it is generally necessary for virtual surgery to simulate some
operating behaviors between surgical instruments with dif-
ferent radii and soft tissue. Therefore, enlarging the radius R
to improve the DCD algorithm is not very rational in some
simulation scenes.
2) PROPOSED DCDVS ALGORITHM
To address the abovementioned problem, we develop the
discrete collision detection with volume structure (DCDVS)
algorithm, which adopts the triangular prism volume struc-
ture, instead of the triangular surface structure. The triangular
prism volume structure extends the effective range of colli-
sion detection, which can improve the validity and reliability
of collision detection between instruments with different radii
and virtual soft tissue.
As illustrated in Fig. 5C and Fig. 6, the triangular prism
ABC A`B`C` , which is the volumetric structure for improving
collision detection, is constructed by translating triangle ABC
with length l along the opposite direction of the normal vector
⇀n of triangle ABC. Specially, a normal vector is an object
such as a line or vector that is perpendicular to a given object.
For a triangle, a surface normal vector can be calculated as
the vector cross product of two (non-parallel) edges of the
polygon. Clearly, the triangle A`B`C` is completely parallel
and equal to triangle ABC. Since the surgical instrument o
interacts with triangular prism ABC A`B`C` instead of triangle
ABC, the effective range of collision detection is extended
from 2R (shown in Fig. 5B) to 2R + l (shown in Fig. 5C).
In this case, the maximum speed Vmax that the proposed
DCDVS algorithm can detect at the time interval 1t is also
effectively increased as follows:
Vmax = 2R+ l
1t
(14)
FIGURE 6. Schematic diagram of volume structure collision detection.
Vector
⇀
n is the normal vector of triangle ABC; triangular prism ABC A`B`C` is
the volumetric structure for improving collision detection; l is the
volumetric structure distance of triangular prism ABC A`B`C` from triangle
ABC to triangle A`B`C` ; P` is the projection positon of position P on
triangle A`B`C` .
where l is the volumetric structure distance from triangle
ABC to triangle A`B`C` . Compared with that in formula (13),
the maximum speed in formula (14) relies on both the radius
R and distance l. If the distance l is assigned to a reason-
able range, the radius R of the surgical instrument o can be
reduced to zero. This result indicates that the size of surgical
instruments need not be extended to a certain range to ensure
the validity and reliability of collision detection. Therefore,
the DCDVS algorithm can adapt to surgical instruments with
different sizes, which can be reasonably regulated to match
corresponding demands in surgical simulation.
The implementation process of the DCDVS algorithm can
be demonstrated with two steps:
Step (1) The first step is to determine whether a collision
has occurred between the virtual surgical instrument and the
virtual soft tissue. Suppose that P = (x0, y0, z0) is the current
position of the virtual surgical instrument; then, the plane
equation of triangle ABC can be defined as
αx + βy+ τ z+ ρ = 0 (15)
where α, β, τ and ρ are the plane equation coefficients. Sim-
ilarly, the plane equations of triangle A`B`C` can be defined as
α1x + β1y+ τ1z+ ρ1 = 0 (16)
where α1, β1, τ1 and ρ1 are the plane equation coefficients.
Furthermore, the distance L1 from position P = (x0, y0, z0)
to triangle ABC can be computed as
L1 = |αx0 + βy0 + τ z0 + ρ|√
α2 + β2 + τ 2 . (17)
The distance L2 from P = (x0, y0, z0) to triangle A`B`C` can be
computed as
L2 = |α1x0 + β1y0 + τ1z0 + ρ1|√
α21 + β21 + τ 21
. (18)
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FIGURE 7. Limitation of DCDVS algorithm in the large enough deformation. (A) When the MSM generating a
small deformation, the moving trajectory from A(t)B(t)C(t) to A(t +1t)B(t +1t)C(t +1t) is similar to that
from the triangle A(t)B(t)C(t) to A`
(
t +1t) B` (t +1t) C` (t +1t). (B) When the MSM generating a large enough
deformation, the moving trajectory from A(t)B(t)C(t) to A(t +1t)B(t +1t)C(t +1t) is great different from the
trajectory from the triangle A(t)B(t)C(t) to A`
(
t +1t) B` (t +1t) C` (t +1t). In this case, it is unavailable for
the DCDVS to extend the distance l of the triangular prism ABCA`B`C` for improving the detection accuracy.
If L1 < 2R + l and L2 < 2R + l are true, the second step
will continue. Otherwise, collision does not occur between
the surgical instrument and triangle ABC.
Step (2) Suppose that P` is the projection position of posi-
tion P = (x0, y0, z0) on triangle A`B`C` , as shown in Fig. 6.
If position P` is inside triangle A`B`C` , then collision can be
determined to occur between the surgical instrument and
triangle ABC. Otherwise, collision does not occur.
B. PROPOSED HCDVS ALGORITHM
1) LIMITATION OF THE PROPOSED DCDVS ALGORITHM
As shown in Fig. 7A, the proposedMSM provides a deforma-
tion within a certain range so that the triangle A(t)B(t)C(t)
at the time t can be approximately parallel to the triangle
A(t+1t)B(t+1t)C(t+1t) at the time t+1t . In other words,
the distance between A(t) and A(t + 1t) is approximately
equal to either the distance between B(t) and B(t +1t),
or the distance between C(t) and C(t + 1t). In this case,
we can observe from the Fig. 7A that the moving tra-
jectory from A(t)B(t)C(t) to A(t + 1t)B(t + 1t)C(t +
1t) is similar to that from the triangle A(t)B(t)C(t) to
A` (t +1t) B` (t +1t) C` (t +1t) (the distance l of the trian-
gular prism ABC A`B`C` in DCDVS). Therefore, it is reason-
able for the DCDVS algorithm to use the triangular prism
ABC A`B`C` with the distance l to improve the detection
accuracy.
However, as shown in Fig. 7B, when the proposed MSM
generates a large enough deformation, the triangle ABC at
the time t may not be parallel to the triangle ABC at the
time t + 1t . In other words, the distance between A(t) and
A(t + 1t) may be neither equal to the distance between
B(t) and B(t + 1t) nor the distance between C(t) and
C(t + 1t). Fig. 7B shows that the moving trajectory from
A(t)B(t)C(t) to A(t + 1t)B(t + 1t)C(t + 1t) is great dif-
ferent from the trajectory from the triangle A(t)B(t)C(t) to
A` (t +1t) B` (t +1t) C` (t +1t). In this case, it is not appro-
priate for the DCDVS to extend the distance l of the triangular
prism ABC A`B`C` for increasing the Vmax in formula (14) and
improving the detection accuracy.
2) PROPOSED HCDVS ALGORITHM
The CCD algorithms generally adopt linear interpolation
techniques between discrete vertex positions of the volume
meshes and detect collisions among swept volumes by using
elementary detection [56]. These CCD algorithms offer accu-
rate and robust collision detection effects by calculating
the first time of interaction, prohibiting inter-penetrations
and detecting collisions even between fast moving objects.
Inspired by the CCD algorithms, we propose a hybrid colli-
sion detection algorithm with the volume structure (HCDVS)
by introducing the interpolation techniques of the CCD algo-
rithm into DCDVS to overcome this drawback of the DCDVS
algorithm. For the sake of simplicity, the HCDVS algorithm
is demonstrated based on the aforesaid DCDVS algorithm.
Therefore, the proposed MSM still uses the virtual heart
shown in Fig.5. Without loss of generality, the triangle ABC
is also still used to describe the fundamental principle of the
HCDVS algorithm. Since time interval1t is extremely short,
the moving speed of the triangle ABC can be approximated as
constant.
As shown in Fig. 8A, the points A, B, and C on the triangle
ABC are described as A(t), B(t), and C(t) at the time t ,
respectively. Similarly, these points are described asA(t+1t),
B(t + 1t), and C(t + 1t) at the time t + 1t , respectively.
The positions of the vertex points A(t), B(t), and C(t) can be
described as pA (t), pB (t), and pC (t) at the time t , respec-
tively. If the surgical instrument does not contact the triangle
ABC from the time t to t + 1t , the positions of the vertex
points A(t+1t), B(t+1t), and C(t+1t) will be updated as
pA (t +1t), pB (t +1t), and pC (t +1t) at the time t +1t
by the formula (10), respectively. To determine whether a
collision occurs between the surgical instrument and the tri-
angle ABC, a simple way is that the triangle ABC is used to
conduct interpolations between the triangle A(t)B(t)C(t) and
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FIGURE 8. Schematic diagram of HCDVS algorithm. (A) points A, B, and C on the triangle ABC are described as
A(t), B(t), and C(t) at the time t , respectively; points A, B, and C on the triangle ABC are described as A(t +1t),
B(t +1t), and C(t +1t) at the time t +1t , respectively; the triangle ABC has not thickness so that some gaps
between the triangle A(t)B(t)C(t) and A(t +1t)B(t +1t)C(t +1t) may never be interpolated. (B) The triangular
prism from the DCDVS algorithm is employed to replace the triangle ABC to perform the interpolation between
the triangle A(t)B(t)C(t) and A(t +1t)B(t +1t)C(t +1t); the triangular prism AiBiCi A`i B`i C`i is used for the ith
interpolation. (C) In the ith interpolation, the surgical instrument o interacts with the triangular prism
AiBiCi A`i B`i C`i ; plane AiCi A`i C`i represents the sectional view of the triangular prism AiBiCi A`i B`i C`i ; l is the
volumetric structure distance of triangular prismAiBiCi A`i B`i C`i from the triangle AiBiCi to A`i B`i C`i ; 2R + l
represents the effective range in which the surgical instrument can collide with triangular prism AiBiCi A`i B`i C`i in
the ith interpolation.
A(t + 1t)B(t + 1t)C(t + 1t). Unfortunately, the triangle
ABC has not thickness so that some gaps between the triangle
A(t)B(t)C(t) and A(t + 1t)B(t + 1t)C(t + 1t) may never
be interpolated in Fig. 8A. This may lead to some missed
detections between these gaps. From the reason mentioned
above, the triangular prism from the DCDVS algorithm is
employed to replace the triangle ABC to perform the inter-
polation between the triangle A(t)B(t)C(t) and A(t + 1t)
B(t +1t)C(t +1t).
As illustrated in Fig. 8B, assume that the total inter-
polation number between the triangle A(t)B(t)C(t) and
A(t +1t)B(t +1t)C(t +1t) is equal to ϒ . For the ith inter-
polation, i = 0, 1, . . . , ϒ , the triangular prism is expressed as
AiBiCiA`iB`iC`i. Similar to the DCDVS algorithm, the triangu-
lar prism AiBiCiA`iB`iC`i is also constructed by translating the
triangle AiBiCi with the length l along the opposite direction
of the normal vector of triangle AiBiCi.
In addition, the total number of the interpolation is
defined as
ϒ =
⌈
Lmax
l
⌉
. (19)
Here, ϒ is the total number of the interpolation; l is the vol-
ume structure distance of the triangular prism AiBiCiA`iB`iC`i
from triangle AiBiCi to triangle A`iB`iC`i shown in Fig. 8B and
Fig. 8C; ‘‘d e’’ can round values to the nearest integer toward
positive infinity; Lmax is defined as
Lmax = max{LA,LB,LC } (20)
where LA = |pA (t +1t)− pA(t)| ,LB = |pB (t +1t) −
pB(t)|, and LC = |pC (t +1t)−pC (t)| represent the distances
between A(t) and A(t + 1t), B(t) and B(t + 1t), and C(t)
and C(t + 1t), respectively; Lmax is the maximum value
of distances |pA (t +1t)− pA(t)|, |pB (t +1t)− pB(t)|, and
|pC (t +1t)− pC (t)|.
According to the interpolation number ϒ , the time inter-
val 1t between the time t and t + 1t is divided into ϒ
interpolation time subintervals. For the ith interpolation, i =
0, 1, . . . , ϒ , the corresponding time subinterval is described
as ti. Specially, t0 and tϒ are equal to t and t + 1t ,
respectively. Then, we can achieve the positions of the ver-
tex point Ai,Bi,Ci, A`i, B`i, and C`i on each triangular prism
AiBiCiA`iB`iC`i at the time subinterval ti, i = 0, 1, . . . , ϒ as
follows:
pA (ti) = pA (t)+ i
ϒ
· [pA (t +1t)− pA (t)] (21)
pB (ti) = pB (t)+ i
ϒ
· [pB (t +1t)− pB (t)] (22)
pC (ti) = pC (t)+ i
ϒ
· [pC (t +1t)− pC (t)] (23)
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pA` (ti) = pA (ti)− ⇀ni · l (24)
pB` (ti) = pB (ti)− ⇀ni · l (25)
and
pC` (ti) = pC (ti)− ⇀ni · l (26)
respectively. Here, pA (ti), pBi (ti), pC (ti), pA` (ti), pB` (ti),
and pC` (ti) represent the positions of the vertex points
Ai,Bi,Ci, A`i, B`i, and C`i at the time subinterval ti, respec-
tively; ⇀ni is the unit normal vector of the triangle AiBiCi as
follows:
⇀ni = [pAi (ti)− pBi (ti)]⊗ [pCi (ti)− pBi (ti)]|[pAi (ti)− pBi (ti)]⊗ [pCi (ti)− pBi (ti)]| (27)
where ⊗ represents the cross product between vectors
pAi (ti)− pBi (ti) and pCi (ti)− pBi (ti); | [pAi (ti)− pBi (ti)]⊗
[pCi (ti)− pBi (ti)] | means the absolute value or modulus of
[pAi (ti)− pBi (ti)]⊗ [pCi (ti)− pBi (ti)].
Suppose that the virtual surgical instrument is located at
the position P (t) at time t and P (t +1t) at time t + 1t ,
resectively. Then, for the ith interpolation, i = 0, 1, . . . , ϒ ,
the position Pi (ti) of the virtual surgical instrument is com-
puted as
Pi (ti) = P (t)+ i
ϒ
[P (t +1t)− P (t)] (28)
As shown in Fig. 8C, for the ith interpolation, i =
0, 1, . . . , ϒ , the surgical instrument o interacts with the
triangular prism AiBiCiA`iB`iC`i; plane AiCiA`iC`i represents
the sectional view of the triangular prism AiBiCiA`iB`iC`i;
l is the volumetric structure distance of triangular prism
AiBiCiA`iB`iC`i from triangle AiBiCi to A`iB`iC`i; 2R + l repre-
sents the effective range in which the surgical instrument can
collide with triangular prism AiBiCiA`iB`iC`i in the ith inter-
polation. Similar to the effective rang of collision detection
in DCDVS, the range in HCDVS can also be computed as
2R+ l in the ith interpolation. Therefore, the maximum speed
Vmax of the surgical instrument o in the ith interpolation
is computed according to the formula (14) in the DCDVS
algorithm.
Furthermore, if the HCDVS algorithm conducts the inter-
polation number of ϒ at the time interval 1t , the effective
rang of a collision detection will be equal to 2R + ϒ l.
In this case, the proposed HCDVS algorithm can detect the
maximum speed Vmax that the surgical instrument provides
at the time interval 1t as
Vmax = 2R+ ϒ l
1t
. (29)
In other words, when the surgical instrument interacts with
our MSM at the speed Vmax , the HCDVS algorithm can
detect accurately the collision between the surgical instru-
ment and MSM. Therefore, by introducing the interpolation
technique from the CCD algorithm, the HCDVS algorithm
achieves the higher speed of the collision detection between
our MSM and the surgical instrument compared with the
DCDVS algorithm. In particular, the maximum average mov-
ing speed of the triangle ABC at the time interval 1t is
approximately equal to Vmax_mean = Lmax
/
1t . According to
formulas (19) and (29), Vmax_mean is less than Vmax . This
indicates that the HCDVS algorithm does not miss the col-
lision detection between the proposed MSM and the surgical
instrument.
Without loss of generality, we use the triangle ABC as any
triangle of our MSM. For the triangle ABC, the detection
process of the HCDVS algorithm is summarized as follows:
Step (1) The number of interpolations can be achieved
according to formula (19). Suppose that the maximum inter-
polation number is equal to ϒ .
Step (2) For the ith interpolation, i = 0, 1, . . . , ϒ , the tri-
angular prism AiBiCiA`iB`iC`i is constructed based on the for-
mulas (21)-(27). Suppose that Pi = (xi, yi, zi) is the current
position of the virtual surgical instrument that computed
according to the formula (28). Distances Li1 and Li2 are used
to describe the distances from the position pi = (xi, yi, zi) to
the triangle AiBiCi and A`iB`iC`i, respectively. Similar to L1 and
L2 of formulas (18) and (19), Li1 and Li2 are computed as
Li1 = |αixi + βiyi + τizi + ρi|√
α2i + β2i + τ 2i
(30)
and
Li2 =
∣∣∣α`ixi + β`iyi + τ`izi + ρ`i∣∣∣√
α`2i + β`2i + τ` 2i
(31)
where αi, βi, τi, and ρi are the coefficients of the plane
equation of the triangle AiBiCi; α`i, β`i, τ`i, and ρ`i are the
coefficients of the plane of the triangle A`iB`iC`i. Note that
the plane equation of the triangle AiBiCi and A`iB`iC`i, can be
defined as
αix + βiy+ τiz+ ρi = 0 (32)
and
α`ix + β`iy+ τ`iz+ ρ`i = 0(33) (33)
respectively.
Particularly, If Li1 ≤ 2R + l and Li2 ≤ 2R + l are
true, the fourth step will continue, indicating that the sur-
gical instrument intersects or is inside the triangular prism
AiBiCiA`iB`iC`i in the ith interpolation; otherwise, if i ≤ ϒ is
true, the second step will continue, indicating that the surgical
instrument never interacts the triangular prism AiBiCiA`iB`iC`i
in the ith interpolation.
Step (3) The interaction between the surgical instrument
and triangle ABC never occurs for all the ϒ interpolations.
The fifth step will continue.
Step (4) The HCDVS algorithm has successfully detected
the collision between the surgical instrument and triangle
ABC.
Step (5) The HCDVS algorithm is terminated.
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IV. HYBRID POSITION CONSTRAINT RESPONSE METHOD
After performing the abovementioned collision detection,
a hybrid position constraint response (HPCR) method is
developed to match the DCDVS or HCDVS algorithm
and carry out the corresponding deformation response
computation.
A. HPCR METHOD FOR DCDVS
The principle of this method is that while the surgical
instrument interacts with the abovementioned triangle tr i,
i = 1, . . . , k , each of the triangles can follow this surgical
instrument to move together. This method can improve the
deformational effect of the soft tissue in surgical simulation.
FIGURE 9. Schematic diagram of the HPCR method for the DCDVS
algorithm. Position P
(
t
)
is the position of the surgical instrument at time
t ; P
(
t +1t) is the position of the virtual surgical instrument at time
t +1t ; ⇀n is the normal vector of triangle ABC; P` is the projection of
position P on triangle A`B`C` ; l is the volumetric structure distance of
triangular prism ABC A`B`C` from triangle ABC to triangle A`B`C` ; S
(
t+1t) is
the movement distance of triangle ABC following the surgical instrument
(white ball) from time t to t +1t .
As shown in Fig. 9, the surgical instrument is located at
position P (t) at time t and is not in contact with triangle ABC.
The normal vector of triangle ABC is ⇀n. When the surgical
instrument interacts with triangle ABC at the next time step
t + 1t , triangle ABC can be tangent to the surgical instru-
ment, enabling triangle ABC to follow the movement of the
surgical instrument. Suppose that P (t +1t) = (x0, y0, z0)
is the position of the virtual surgical instrument at time
t + 1t . Then, position P (t +1t) is projected to triangle
A`B`C` as position P`(t + 1t). According to formula (18),
the distance from position P (t +1t) to P`(t + 1t) can be
achieved as
Dis (t +1t) = L2 = |α1x0 + β1y0 + τ1z0 + ρ1|√
α21 + β21 + τ 21
(34)
where Dis (t +1t) is the distance from P (t +1t) to
P`(t +1t). In this case, the movement distance S (t +1t) of
triangle ABC following the surgical instrument (white ball)
from time t to t +1t is described as
S (t +1t) = R+ l − Dis (t +1t) (35)
where R is the radius of the surgical instrument (white
ball) and l represents the volumetric structure distance from
triangle ABC to triangle A`B`C` . The movement direction of
triangle ABC is opposite to its normal vector as follows:
d (t +1t) = −⇀n. (36)
In addition, suppose that any mass point xi from our MSM
is the intersection point of m triangles. After m triangles
have collided with the surgical instrument at time t , their
moving distance and direction at the next time step t+1t can
be expressed as S1 (t +1t) , S2 (t +1t) · · · , Sm (t +1t)
and d1 (t +1t) , d2 (t +1t) , · · ·, dm(t + 1t), respectively.
Hence, at time t + 1t , the position pi (t +1t) of the mass
point xi can be achieved as follows:
Pi (t +1t) = Pi (t)+
∑m
i=1 Si (t +1t)
n
.
∑m
i=1 di (t +1t)∣∣∑m
i=1 di (t +1t)
∣∣
(37)
where
∑m
i=1 Si (t +1t)/n is the average moving distance of
m triangles and
∑m
i=1 di(t +1t)/
∣∣∑m
i=1 di(t +1t)
∣∣ is the
average direction of m triangles In this way, as each mass
point from our is computed using our HPCR method, the
deformational response of our MSM can be simulated after
collision detection occurs.
B. HPCR METHOD FOR HCDVS
A hybrid position constraint response (HPCR) method is
proposed to match the HCDVS algorithm and conduct
the corresponding deformation response computation as
follows.
As shown in Fig. 10A, the surgical instrument is located
at position P (t) at time t and is not in contact with triangle
ABC. The normal vector of triangle ABC is ⇀n. The points A,
B, and C on the triangle ABC are described as A(t), B(t), and
C(t) at the time t , respectively. When the surgical instrument
does not collide the triangle ABC, the points A, B, and C can
be described as A(t + 1t), B(t + 1t), and C(t + 1t) at the
time t +1t . In this case, the positions of these points can be
computed by formula (10). To detect an interaction between
the surgical instrument and the triangle ABC, the HCDVS
algorithm uses the triangular prism ABCA`B`C` with the dis-
tance l to perform the interpolations of the volume struc-
ture between triangles A(t)B(t)C(t) and A(t +1t)B(t +1t)
C(t + 1t). According to formula (19), the interpolation
number can be computed as ϒ . For each interpolation i =
0, 1, . . . , ϒ , the triangular prism ABCA`B`C` corresponds to
the triangular prism A (ti)B (ti)C (ti) A` (ti) B` (ti) C` (ti).
As shown in Fig. 10B, we assume that the HCDVS algo-
rithm detects an interaction between the surgical instrument
and the triangular prism A (tc)B (tc)C (tc) A` (tc) B` `(tc)C (tc)
in the cth interpolation. Here, tc belongs to [t , t + 1t],
representing the first time of interaction between the surgical
instrument and the triangular prism A (tc)B (tc)C (tc) A` (tc)
B` `(tc)C (tc). The normal vector of triangle A (tc)B (tc)C (tc)
is ⇀nc. The surgical instrument is located at position P (tc)
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FIGURE 10. Schematic diagram of the HPCR method for the HCDVS algorithm. (A) P
(
t
)
is the position of the surgical
instrument at time t ; A(t), B(t), and C(t) are the vertex points of the triangle ABC at the time t , respectively; A(t +1t),
B(t +1t), and C(t +1t) are the vertex points of the triangle ABC at the time t +1t . (B) P (tc ) and
A
(
tc
)
B
(
tc
)
C
(
tc
)
A`
(
tc
)
B` `(tc )C (tc ) are the position of the surgical instrument and the triangular prism in the cth
interpolation, respectively. (C) The surgical instrument (white ball) enables the triangle ABC to move from
A
(
tc
)
B
(
tc
)
C
(
tc
)
at time tc to AR
(
t +1t)BR (t +1t)CR (t +1t) at the time t +1t . (D) P (tc ) and P (t +1t) is the
position of the virtual surgical instrument at time tc and t +1t , repectively; P`(tc ) is the projection position of the
position P
(
tc
)
on A`
(
tc
)
B` `(tc )C (tc ); P´(tc ) is the projection position of the position P (tc ) on the black line described
as a plane that is parallel to A
(
tc
)
B
(
tc
)
C
(
tc
)
or A`
(
tc
)
B` `(tc )C (tc ); A (tc )C (tc ) A` (tc ) `C (tc ) represents the sectional
view of the triangular prism A
(
tc
)
B
(
tc
)
C
(
tc
)
A`
(
tc
)
B` `(tc )C (tc ); A (tc )C (tc ) and A` (tc ) `C (tc ) represents the
sectional view of the triangle
(
tc
)
B
(
tc
)
C
(
tc
)
and A`
(
tc
)
B` `(tc )C (tc ), respectively; P´(t +1t) is the projection
position of the position P
(
t +1t) on line ARCR that represents the sectional view of the triangle ARBRCR ; l
represents the volumetric structure distance from the triangular A
(
tc
)
B
(
tc
)
C
(
tc
)
to A`
(
tc
)
B` `(tc )C (tc ); lc and lR
represents the moving distance from the time tc and t +1t .
and in contact with the triangular prism A (tc)B (tc)C (tc)
A` (tc) B` `(tc)C (tc) at time tc.
Afterwards, Fig. 10C shows that owing to the interaction
between the surgical instrument and the triangular prism
A (tc)B (tc)C (tc) A` (tc) B` `(tc)C (tc) at the time tc, the trian-
gle ABC is described as A (tc)B (tc)C (tc), and it is tan-
gent to the surgical instrument. This enables the triangle
ABC to follow the movement of the surgical instrument
instead of following the formula (10) of the proposed MSM.
From this reason, the triangle ABC is always tangent to
the surgical instrument, and follow its movements from
the time tc to the time t + 1t . In Fig. 10C, the trian-
gle ABC is described as AR (t +1t)BR (t +1t)CR (t +1t)
at the time t + 1t . This indicates that the surgi-
cal instrument enables the triangle ABC to move from
A (tc)B (tc)C (tc) to AR (t +1t)BR (t +1t)CR (t +1t) at
the time t +1t .
Furthermore, Fig. 10D is the projection drawing
of Fig. 10C. The plane A (tc)C (tc) A` (tc) `C (tc) repre-
sents the sectional view of the triangular prism A (tc)
B (tc)C (tc) A` (tc) B` `(tc)C (tc) shown in Fig. 10D. The line
A (tc)C (tc) and A` (tc) `C (tc) represents the sectional view of
the triangle (tc)B (tc)C (tc) and A` (tc) B` `(tc)C (tc), respec-
tively. Suppose that P (tc) = (xc, yc, zc) is the position
of the virtual surgical instrument at time tc; P`(tc) is the
projection position of the position P (tc) = (xc, yc, zc) on
triangle A` (tc) B` `(tc)C (tc) at time tc. According to the formula
(18) or (33), the distance from position P (tc) to P`(tc) can be
achieved as
Dis (tc) = |αcxc + βcyc + τczc + ρc|√
α2c + β2c + τ 2c
(38)
where αc, βc, τc, and ρc denotes the parameters of the plane
equation of triangle A (tc)B (tc)C (tc). Particularly, the posi-
tion P´(tc) is the projection position of the position P (tc) on
the plane that is described as the black line in Fig. 10D and
parallel to the triangle (tc)B (tc)C (tc) or A` (tc) B` `(tc)C (tc) .
To ensure the triangle A (tc)B (tc)C (tc) to be tangent to
the surgical instrument, the triangle A (tc)B (tc)C (tc) is
translated to the plane described by the black line shown
in Fig. 10D. The translation distance lc is computed as
follows:
lc = R+ l − Dis (tc) (39)
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where R the radius of the surgical instrument (the white
ball o); l represents the volumetric structure distance from the
triangular A (tc)B (tc)C (tc) to A` (tc) B` `(tc)C (tc). The move-
ment direction of the triangle A (tc)B (tc)C (tc) is opposite to
its normal vector as follows:
dc = ⇀nc. (40)
Fig. 10C and Fig. 10D show that the surgical instrument
moves to the position P (t +1t) at the time t + 1t; the
triangle ABC follows the surgical instrument and moves to
ARBRCR at the time t +1t . In this case, Fig. 10D shows that
the movement distance of the triangle ABC from the black
line to ARCR is computed as
lR = |P (t +1t)− P(tc)| . (41)
Here, ARCR represents the sectional view of the trian-
gle ARBRCR. In other words, the distance lR is equal to∣∣∣P´(t +1t)− P´(tc)∣∣∣; P´(t + 1t) denotes the tangent point
between the surgical instrument (the white ball o) and the
triangle ARBRCR. The direction of the triangle ARBRCR is
defined as
dR = P (t +1t)− P(tc)|P (t +1t)− P(tc)| (42)
Finally, from the time tc to t + 1t , the total movement
distance of triangle ABC is computed as
S (t +1t) = |lcdc + lRdR| (43)
where lc  dc describes a dot multiplication or inner product
between vectors lc and dc; lR  dR represents a dot multi-
plication or inner product between vectors lR and dR. The
corresponding direction is described as
d (t +1t) = lcdc + lRdR|lcdc + lRdR| . (44)
Suppose that any mass point xi from our MSM is the
intersection point of m triangles. After m triangles have col-
lided with the surgical instrument at time tc, their moving
distance and direction at the next time step t + 1t can
be expressed as S1 (t +1t) , S2 (t +1t) · · · , Sm (t +1t)
and d1 (t +1t) , d2 (t +1t) , · · ·, dm(t + 1t), respectively.
Hence, at time t + 1t , the position pxi (t +1t) of the mass
point xi can be achieved as follows:
pxi (t +1t) = pxi (tc)+
∑m
i=1 Si (t +1t)
m
·
∑m
i=1 di (t +1t)∣∣∑m
i=1 di (t +1t)
∣∣ (45)
where pxi (tc) is computed according to (21), (22) or (23);∑m
i=1 Si (t +1t)/m is the average moving distance of m
triangles and
∑m
i=1 di(t +1t)/
∣∣∑n
i=1 di(t +1t)
∣∣ is the aver-
age direction of m triangles. In this way, as each mass
point from the proposed MSM is computed using our
HPCR method for the HCDVS algorithm, the deformational
response of our MSM can be simulated after collision detec-
tion occurs.
V. EXPERIMENTAL COMPARISONS
A. EXPERIMENTAL INSTRUMENT AND
PARAMETER SETTING
Specifically, several evaluations are conducted for our surface
MSM: shape restorations are compared between our pro-
posed MSM, the canonical surface MSM [22] and the new
volume MSM [31]; real-time tests are performed for compar-
isons between ourMSM, the canonical surfaceMSM [22] and
the new volume MSM [31]; some collision detection exper-
iments provide comparisons between the proposed DCDVS,
proposed HCDVS, DCD [46], and CCD [56] with volume
the structure interpolation based on our MSM. Some general
experimental parameters are described as follows. However,
since the above different experiments have to utilize the
corresponding experimental parameters, other experimental
parameters will be described in the corresponding experiment
parts.
FIGURE 11. Experimental instruments for evaluating the proposed MSM
with DCDVS and HCDVS.
As shown in Fig. 11, the proposed methods are imple-
mented and verified in C++ and OpenGL on PC with an
Intel(R) Core (TM) i7-6700 CPU at 3.40 GHz, Intel(R) HD
Graphics GPU, 8.00 GB RAM, and WIN10 64-bit operating
system. The PHANToMOmni haptic device is used to model
the virtual surgical instrument.
Furthermore, the geometric models of the artery vessel
model and heart model for visual rendering are all OBJ
files, which include position coordinates, normal vectors
and texture coordinates from the geometric models. The
physical models of the artery vessel and heart model are
OFF files, which include only the position coordinates of the
mass points from the compared three MSMs. The parameters
of our in this paper are set as follows: each mass point
mi = 0.5, the elastic coefficient of each flexion spring
k fi = 0.1 N/mm, the elastic coefficient of each structure
spring ksi = 0.05 N/mm, and the damping coefficient udi =
0.0012 N/(mm/s). Similarly, the parameters of the canonical
MSM [22] and the new volume MSM [31] are set as follows:
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each mass point mi = 0.5, the elastic coefficients of each
structure spring ksi = 0.05 N/mm, the elastic coefficients of
each angle spring kai = 0.05 N/mm, the elastic coefficient
of each shear spring kshi = 0.05 N/mm, and the damping
coefficient udi = 0.0012 N/(mm/s). All the experiments
are displacement-driven simulations with a time interval
of 1t = 0.01.
B. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
1) COMPARISON OF SHAPE RESTORATION
The deformational offset rate γ , the average steady error
1P, the steady offset standard deviation δ, the steady offset
rate γ∞, and the steady state transition time te are used to
evaluate the shape restoration of these compared MSMs.
First, the deformational offset rate γ is employed to
describe the amount of deformation for the virtual artery
vessel, defined as
γ = |P (t0)− Pmax ||D| (46)
where P (t0) is the average original position of maximum
deformation of the mass point pulled and pushed by the
surgical instrument; t0 indicates the time that the virtual artery
vessel does not generate deformation despite this mass point
being touched by the surgical instrument; Pmax is the average
maximum deformation position of the mass point pulled
and pushed by the surgical instrument; and D is the inside
diameter of the artery vessel.
Second, the average steady offset1P is applied to evaluate
the accuracy of the shape restoration based on the same
deformational offset rate γ , defined as
1P =
∑n
i=1 |Pi (t0)− Pi (t∞)|
n
(47)
where Pi (t0) is the average original position of any mass
point xi from theMSM at time t0; Pi (t∞) denotes the average
steady position of any mass point xi after the deformation of
virtual soft tissue ends; t∞ denotes the average time that the
deformation of the virtual soft tissue ends; and n is the number
of mass points from the virtual soft tissue.
Third, we also use the steady offset standard deviation δ to
evaluate the stability of the shape restoration, defined as
δ =
√√√√√ n∑i=1 (|Pi (t0)− Pi (t∞)| −1P)2
n− 1 (48)
Fourth, the steady offset rate γ∞ is defined as the ratio of
the average steady offset 1P to the deformational offset rate
γ as follows:
γ∞ = 1P
γ
(49)
Finally, the average steady state transition time te, which
denotes howmuch time is spent in restoring the deformational
offset rate of themaximum deformation position of the virtual
FIGURE 12. Virtual artery vessel model.
soft tissue from 1P to 0.11P on average, is used to describe
the convergence performance of the shape restoration.
As shown in Fig. 12, we first use the canonical surface
MSM [22] and the proposed MSM to simulate the deforma-
tion of the artery vessel and evaluate the quality of their shape
restoration. The mesh model of the artery vessel consists
of 378 points and 720 triangles, and the inside diameter of
the artery vessel is set to D=35 mm.
The specific experimental process of the shape restora-
tion for two surface MSMs is described as follows: First,
we enable the virtual artery vessel to maintain the same defor-
mational offset rate γ by manipulating the haptic device to
control the virtual surgical instrument (the red sphere) shown
in Fig. 12. Second, we remove the red sphere on the virtual
artery vessel at time t0. Finally, we record the average steady
offset 1P, the steady offset standard deviation δ, the steady
offset rate γ∞, and the steady state transition time te for our
MSM and the canonical MSM. In addition, we adopt two dif-
ferent operation modes, push mode and pull mode, to operate
the virtual artery vessel for testing the shape restoration of the
twoMSMs at the same deformational offset rate γ . Moreover,
two different deformational offset rates, γ = 0.3D and
γ = 0.1D, are employed to illustrate the volumetric defor-
mation restoring performance in the large deformation and
small deformation of the virtual artery vessel, respectively.
For our MSM and the canonical surface MSM, the indexes
1p, δ, γ∞, and te are tested, repeated 30 times and averaged
at two different offset rates of γ = 0.3D and γ = 0.1D with
two different operation modes (push mode and pull mode).
The corresponding results are shown in Table 1.
Table 1 shows that in the push mode with deformational
offset rates γ = 0.1D and γ = 0.3D, our MSM has average
offset errors of 1P = 0.0287D and 1P = 0.0089D, respec-
tively. However, for the canonical surface MSM, the average
offset errors are1P = 0.1104 D and1P = 0.0248D, respec-
tively. Similarly, the corresponding steady offset standard
deviations are δ = 0.0018 D and δ = 0.0004 D, respectively,
for our MSM, versus δ = 0.0234 D and δ = 0.0063 D for the
canonical surface MSM. Furthermore, as for the push mode
with the aforesaid two offset rates, the steady offset rates of
our MSM are γ∞ = 9.57% and γ∞ = 8.90%, whereas those
of the canonical surface MSM are γ∞ = 36.8% and γ∞ =
24.8%, respectively. These results show that the average off-
sets, steady offset standard deviations, and steady offset rates
of our MSM are smaller than those of the canonical surface
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TABLE 1. Comparisons of shape restoration between our MSM and the canonical MSM. Here, γ is deformational offset rate; 1P is average steady offset;
δ is steady offset standard deviation; γ∞ is steady offset rate; te is steady state transition time.
MSM in the push mode with different deformational offset
rates. This indicates that our proposed MSM provides the
better performance of the shape restoration compared with
the canonical surface MSM in push mode.
Similarly, the average offset errors of our MSM in the pull
mode with the deformational offset rates of γ = 0.3D and
γ = 0.1D are 1P = 0.0302D and 1P = 0.0092D, respec-
tively. However, the average offset errors of the canonical
surface MSM are 1P = 0.0982D and 1P = 0.0177D,
respectively. Subsequently, in the pull mode with the two
different offset rates, the corresponding steady offset standard
deviations are δ = 0.0023 D and δ = 0.0007 D, respectively,
for our MSM, versus δ = 0.0202 D and δ = 0.0063 D
for the canonical surface MSM, respectively. Furthermore,
the steady offset rates of our MSM are γ∞ = 10.07% and
γ∞ = 9.20%, whereas those of the canonical surface MSM
are γ∞ = 32.73% and γ∞ = 17.7% in the push mode,
respectively. The results indicate that the average offset errors
and steady offset rates of our MSM are also smaller than
those of the canonical surface MSM in the pull mode with the
different deformational offset rates. This also confirms that
our proposed MSM has the more performance of the shape
restoration than the canonical surface MSM in pull mode.
For the canonical surface MSM, the steady offset rate s
of γ = 0.3D and γ = 0.1D show large fluctuations. For
instance, in the push mode with γ = 0.3D, the steady offset
rate of the canonical surface MSM is equal to γ∞ = 36.8%;
however, in the push mode with γ = 0.1D, its average offset
error is γ∞ = 24.80%. For the canonical surface MSM,
γ∞ = 36.8% is 1.48 times more than γ∞ = 24.80%.
Conversely, for our MSM, the steady offset rates for γ =
0.3D and γ = 0.1D are approximately equal, indicating that
the shape restoration of our MSM has more stability than that
of the canonical surface MSM in deformational simulation of
the virtual artery vessel.
Table 1 also compares the steady state transition time te
at different deformation conditions for our MSM and the
canonical surface MSM. It can be observed that the steady
state transitions of the canonical surface MSM is te =
10.78 s, te = 6.43 s, te = 10.57 s, and te = 5.98 s in
different operating modes with different values of γ ; how-
ever, those of our MSM are te = 3.82 s, te = 2.87 s,
te = 3.71 s, and te = 2.94 s. These results indicate that our
MSM has a shorter steady state transition than the canonical
surface MSM.
To intuitively compare the convergence performance of the
shape restoration for the above two MSMs, the convergence
processes of the maximum deformation position of the soft
tissue in push mode with γ = 0.3D from the first two rows
of Table 1 are displayed in Fig. 13, where the horizontal
axis represents time and the vertical axis is the deformational
offset from 0.3D to 0. It can be clearly observed that it takes
approximately 4 s for our MSM to reach steady sate with a
small average offset steady error; however, the canonical sur-
face MSM takes approximately 11 s with the larger average
steady offset. Since the convergence tendencies of the two
MSMs in different modes with γ = 0.3D and γ = 0.1D
in Table 1 are similar to the convergence tendencies in Fig. 13,
for brevity, only the convergence tendencies of the twoMSMs
in push mode with γ= 0.3D are shown in Fig. 13.
Furthermore, Fig. 14 shows the front views of the virtual
artery vessel to visually compare the shape restoration of
our MSM and canonical surface MSM in push mode with
γ = 0.1D; Fig. 14A describes the initial deformation state,
the deformational process, and the final deformation of the
canonical surface MSM from left to right. Similarly, Fig. 14B
describes the initial deformation state, the deformational pro-
cess, and the final deformation of our MSM from left to right.
It can be observed that the shape restoration performance of
our MSM is superior to that of the canonical surface MSM.
Tomore clearly display the difference in the shape restoration
between the canonical surface MSM and our MSM, we con-
vert the front views of the virtual artery vessel in Fig. 14 to
the corresponding plane views shown in Fig. 15. This fig-
ure further shows that compared with the canonical surface
MSM, our MSM has better shape restoration performance in
the steady state.
It should be noted that the shape restoration effects of
our MSM and the canonical MSM with other various modes
and conditions from Table 1 are similar to those shown
in Figs. 14 and 15. Hence, for the sake of simplicity, we pro-
vide only the visual shape restoration of two MSMs in push
mode with γ = 0.1D for simulating the virtual artery vessel
in Figs. 14 and 15.
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FIGURE 13. Comparison of the convergence performance of the shape restoration for our MSM
and canonical surface MSM in push mode with γ = 0.3D. The horizontal axis represents
restoration time, and the vertical axis is the deformational offset from 0.3D to 0.
FIGURE 14. Front views of the virtual artery vessel for comparing the
shape restorations between the canonical MSM and our MSM. (A) Initial
deformation state, deformational process, and final deformation of the
virtual artery vessel simulated by the canonical MSM are described from
left to right. (B) Initial deformation state, deformational process, and final
deformation of the virtual artery vessel simulated by our MSM are
described from left to right.
In order to further evaluate the shape restoration, the pro-
posed surface MSM is compared with a new volume MSM
proposed in reference [31] by using a virtual heart with com-
plex topological structure in Fig. 16. It can be observed that
the mesh model of the virtual heart simulated by the volume
MSM includes 632 points and 724 tetrahedrons; the mesh
model of the virtual heart simulated by the proposed MSM
contains 252 points and 500 triangles. Similarly, we also
first select all points on the virtual heart and then record
their average initial positions of all points before the virtual
heart generate a deformation; afterwards, record the average
maximum deformation positions of all points; finally, record
their average final positions of all points after the deformation
FIGURE 15. Plane views of the virtual artery vessel for comparing the
shape restorations between the canonical MSM and our MSM. (A) Initial
deformation state, deformational process, and final deformation of the
virtual artery vessel simulated by the canonical MSM are described from
left to right. (B) Initial deformation state, deformational process, and final
deformation of the virtual artery vessel simulated by our MSM are
described from left to right.
process of the virtual heart stops. Based on the average maxi-
mum deformation positions and the average errors between
the initial and final positions, we can evaluate the shape
restoration of the proposed MSM and volume MSM that are
used to simulate the virtual heart.
Fig. 17A shows the initial, maximum deformation, and
final positions of all the points on the virtual heart simulated
by the volume MSM from left to right. Similarly, Fig. 17B
displays the initial, maximum deformation, and final posi-
tions on the virtual heart concerning our proposed MSM
from left to right. Specially, in Fig. 17, the blue points mean
that the surgical instrument does not touch them. Conversely,
the red points denote that the surgical instrument collides
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TABLE 2. Comparisons of shape restoration between our MSM and volume MSM. 1P imax is average maximum position offset; 1P
i is average final
position offset; δi is average final position offset standard deviation of 1P i ; γ i∞ is steady offset rate; t ie is average steady state transition.
FIGURE 16. Virtual heart model. (A) Virtual heart with complex
topological structure. (B) Mesh model of the virtual heart simulated by
the volume MSM with 632 points and 724 tetrahedrons. (C) Mesh model
of the virtual heart simulated by our proposed MSM with 252 points and
500 triangles.
them. Furthermore, it can be observed from Fig. 17 that both
the volume MSM and proposed MSM provide a good shape
restoration performance for the virtual heart simulated by
them after the deformations of the virtual hearts are ended.
Without loss of generality, as shown in Fig. 17C, we select
12 points from the virtual heart simulated by the volume
MSM and the proposed MSM to provide a quantitative eval-
uation for the shape restoration of the two MSMs. As listed
in Table 2, 1Pimax denotes the average maximum position
offset between the average initial and the average maximum
deformation of each point on the virtual heart position; 1Pi
signifies the average final position offset between the aver-
age initial and average final position of each point on the
virtual heart; δi corresponds to the average final position
offset standard deviation of 1Pi; the steady offset rate γ i∞
is defined as the ratio of the average steady offset 1P to the
average maximum position offset 1Pimax; t
i
e represents the
average steady state transition which denotes how much time
each point on the virtual heart spends in restoring its average
deformational offset from 1Pi to 0.11Pi on average, indi-
cating the convergence performance of the shape restoration.
Note that the smaller indicators 1Pi, δi, and t ie are, the bet-
ter the shape restoration performance of the corresponding
MSM is.
From Table 2, we can observe that the average maxi-
mum position offsets of points 1, 5 and 6 are 1P1max=5.83,
1P5max=2.48, and 1P6max=2.72, respectively, for the pro-
posed MSM, versus 1P1max = 5.24, 1P5max = 1.45, and
1P6max=1.56, for the volume MSM. Obviously, the points 1,
5, and 6 on the proposed MSM have the larger offsets than
those on the volume MSM. Furthermore, the points 1, 5, and
6 on the proposed MSM provide the average final position
offsets of 1P1=0.54, 1P5=0.21, 1P6=0.23, respectively,
whereas the corresponding points on the volume MSM are
1P1=0.81, 1P5=0.27, 1P6=0.32, respectively. Similarly,
the average final position offset standard deviation of the
points 1, 5 and 6 on our MSM are δi=0.032, δi=0.011 and
δi =0.0013, respectively. However, the average offset errors
of the points 1, 5 and 6 on the canonical MSM are δi=0.044,
δi=0.014 and δi=0.0016. Moreover, the steady offset rate
of the points 1, 5 and 6 are γ 1∞=9.26%, γ 5∞= 8.47%, and
γ 6∞= 8.46%, respectively, for the proposed MSM, versus
γ 1∞=15.46%, γ 5∞=18.62%, and γ 6∞=20.51%, for the volume
MSM. In brief, although each point of the 12 points on the
proposed MSM has the larger average maximum position
offsets compared with the corresponding point on the volume
MSM, each point on the proposed MSM has better shape
restoration performance than the corresponding point on the
volume MSM. This indicates that the proposed MSM pro-
vides the better shape restoration performance compared the
volume MSM.
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FIGURE 17. Visual effects of the virtual heart for comparing the shape restorations between the volume MSM and our MSM. (A) Initial
positions, maximum deformation positions, and final positions on the virtual heart simulated by the volume MSM are described from left
to right. (B) Initial positions, maximum deformation positions, and final positions on the virtual heart simulated by our MSM from left to
right. (C) Twelves points from the virtual heart simulated by the volume MSM and the proposed MSM is used to evaluate the shape
restoration of the two MSMs.
In addition, Table 2 shows that the average steady state
transition of each point on the proposed MSM is similar
to that of each point on the volume MSM. For instance,
the average steady state transitions of points 1, 5 and 6 are
t1e=3.62, t5e=1.32, and t6e=1.24, respectively, for the pro-
posed MSM, versus t1e=3.80, t5e=1.26, and t6e=1.19, for the
volume MSM. This confirms that the proposed MSM and the
volume MSM has the similar average steady state transition.
The following observations can be made about the shape
restoration of our MSM: the comparisons between our MSM
and the canonical surface MSM simulation show that our
MSM can achieve shape restoration with good accuracy and
fast convergence in both small and large deformational con-
ditions with different topological models. Furthermore, our
MSM can provide slightly better shape restoration perfor-
mance compared with the volume MSM.
2) REAL-TIME INTERACTION WITH VIRTUAL INSTRUMENTS
To evaluate the computational efficiency of ourMSM, frames
per second (FPS) is usually applied as the evaluation criterion
in real-time interaction simulations. In principle, the higher
the FPS is, the better the visual effect. However, a high FPS
also lead to a large computational cost. Generally, 24 FPS is
essential for achieving a satisfactory degree of visual real-
ism [9]. To compare the FPS of the proposed MSM and
the canonical MSM, we use the simple virtual artery vessel
model, the mesh model of which consists of 378 points and
720 triangles.
Table 3 shows the results of the real-time interaction
between the virtual instrument and the virtual artery vessel
model simulated by the proposed and the canonical MSM,
respectively. For canonical MSM, the minimum FPS, max-
imum FPS, and average FPS are 229 FPS, 239 FPS, and
233.5 FPS, respectively. However, for our MSM, the min-
imum FPS, maximum FPS, and average FPS are 214 FPS,
222 FPS, and 217.5 FPS, respectively. These results demon-
strate that our MSM is only slightly slower than the canonical
MSM in the real-time interactive simulation. This increase
occurs because the new flexion springs in our MSM require
a slightly higher computational cost for the shape restoration.
Although the canonical MSM has higher average FPS than
ourMSM in real-time interactive simulation, the average FPS
from our MSM is 217.5 FPS, which is far higher than the
24 FPS that is essential for achieving a satisfactory degree of
visual realism [9].
Afterwards, we also compare the real-time interaction of
our MSM with that of the volume MSM by using a virtual
heart model. When the virtual heart is simulated by the vol-
ume MSM, the mesh model of the virtual heart includes two
parts. One is a surface mesh model, consisting of 252 points
and 500 triangles. The other is an internal mesh model,
containing 380 points and 224 triangles. The third row of
Table 3 shows that for the volume MSM, its minimum, maxi-
mum, and average FPS are 175 FPS, 180 FPS, and 177.2 FPS,
respectively. On the other hand, we use a mesh model of
the virtual heart that are simulated by our surface MSM.
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TABLE 3. Comparisons of real-time interaction between our MSM, canonical MSM, and volume MSM. Here, Min (FPS), minimum frames per second; Max
(FPS), maximum frames per second; Avg (FPS), average frames per second; FPS, frames per second.
The mesh model is only a surface mesh model, including
252 points and 500 triangles. The fourth row of Table 3 shows
that for our MSM, its minimum, maximum, and average FPS
are 212 FPS, 228 FPS, and 217.9 FPS. The results indicate
that our MSM has the higher FPS compared with the volume
MSM in real-time interactive performance. This is due to the
fact that our MSM has only the external points and triangles
that are the same as those of the volume MSM, however the
volume MSM not only the external points and triangles, but
also the internal points and triangles. Thus, our MSM has
the better real-time interactive performance compared with
the volume MSM. This indicates that our MSM can be used
to replace the volume MSM for improving computational
efficiency.
Furthermore, our MSM is further evaluated by using a
complex mesh model of the virtual heart. The mesh model
consists of 1529 points and 3054 triangles. The fifth row of
Table 3 shows that the minimum, maximum, and average
FPS of our MSM are 141 FPS, 163 FPS, and 151.3 5 FPS,
respectively. The average FPS from our MSM simulating
the complex heart is still able to achieve 151.35 FPS, which
is still far higher than the baseline of 24 FPS and enough
to reach the requirement of real-time interaction in surgical
simulation [9].
In addition, the video screenshots of the real-time interac-
tion process are shown in Fig. 18, where the virtual surgical
instrument interacting with the different parts of the virtual
heart simulated by our MSM displays good visual effects in
the real-time interaction. The abovementioned results further
indicate that our MSM has good interaction performance for
real-time surgical simulation.
It should be noted that the mesh model of the virtual
artery vessel and virtual heart simulated by our MSM con-
sists of 378 points and 720 triangles, and 252 points and
500 triangles, respectively. Since the virtual artery vessel has
more points and triangles, it should have the lower minimum
FPS, maximum FPS, and average FPS than the virtual heart.
However, Table 3 shows that the virtual artery vessel and the
virtual heart are similar in the minimum FPS, maximum FPS,
and average FPS. This is due to this fact that the virtual heart
FIGURE 18. Real-time deformational interaction between the surgical
instrument and the virtual heart simulated by our MSM.
uses a more complex visual rendering model than the virtual
artery vessel.
3) EXPERIMENT FOR COLLISION DETECTION
To evaluate the performance of the proposed DCDVS and
HCDVS algorithm, both the DCD and CCD algorithm [56]
are used to compare with them. Specially, to achieve a fair
comparison between the CCD [56] and the proposed HCDVs,
the CCD algorithm [56] also adopts the volume structure
techniques of the DCDVS or HCDVS algorithm to conduct
continuous interpolation. In addition, we utilize virtual sur-
gical instruments with different sizes to interact with the
virtual heart in real time. For the sake of simplicity, the virtual
surgical instrument is modeled using white spheres with two
different radii of R=1.0 and R=0.1; the mesh model of
the virtual heart consists of 1529 points and 3054 triangles.
Multiple collision detection experiments are conducted to
compare the four collision algorithms [46]. Each algorithm is
executed in 30 independent runs with two different surgical
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TABLE 4. Comparisons between the CCD, HCDVS, DCDVS, and DCD algorithm. R is the radius of virtual surgical instrument; Vmax is the maximum speed of
virtual surgical instrument; ‘‘\’’ denotes that Vmax is linked with the interpolation number and can be computed according to formula (29).
instrument sizes, R = 1.0 and R = 0.1 in different speed
ranges. The volumetric structure distance is set to l=4.0. The
time interval for each collision detection is set to 1t=0.01.
First, we utilize virtual surgical instruments with a radius of
R=1.0 to interact with the virtual heart in real time to evaluate
the success rate of collision detection for the CCD, HCDVS,
DCDVS, and DCD algorithm in different velocity ranges.
The corresponding results are given in Table 4. The first four
rows of Table 4 show that the detection success rates of the
four algorithms are equal to 100%, 100%, 100%, and 87.3%,
respectively, when the speed range of the surgical instrument
is [0, 200]. All the four algorithms can successfully detect
interactions between the surgical instrument and the virtual
heart, respectively. However, the DCD algorithm obtains the
lowest success rate in velocity range [0, 200].
Afterwards, as the speed range of the surgical instrument
varies from [0, 200] to [200, 600], both the CCD and HCDVS
algorithm still obtain 100% success rate for checking the
collision. The success rate of DCDVS is able to reach 93.1%.
However, the DCD algorithm is unable to achieve the avail-
able collision detection. Compared with the DCD algorithm,
the DCDVS algorithm uses a volume structure to extend the
collision range to increase the detection success rate.
Furthermore, as the speed range of the surgical instru-
ment rises to [600, 1562] from [200, 600], both the CCD
and HCDVS algorithm are always able to provide 100%
success rates. However, the DCDVS and DCD algorithm
offer 3.3% and 0% success rates, respectively. Owing to the
utilization of the interpolation technique with the volume
structure for the CCD and HCDVS, they can achieve accurate
and robust collision detection in the high-less speed range
[600, 1562]. On the other hand, since the interactive speed
rises to [600, 1562], the DCDVS algorithm can hardly detect
a collision effectively in spite of the extended collision range.
Subsequently, to verify the adaptability of the CDVS algo-
rithm for detecting surgical instruments with different sizes,
the radius of the surgical instrument is decreased to R=0.1.
The corresponding results are displayed in Table 4, which
shows that the detection success rates of the CCD, HCDVS,
and DCDVS algorithm reaches 100% within the speed range
of [0, 20], respectively; however, the detection success rate
of the DCD algorithm reaches 83.4% within the same speed
range. As the speed of the surgical instrument increases from
[0, 20] to [20, 420] with a constant R = 0.1, Table 4 shows
that the success rates of the CCD and HCDVS algorithm
are also maintained at 100%, respectively. The success rate
of the DCDVS algorithm has dropped slightly to 94.3%.
Unfortunately, the DCD algorithm is unable to achieve suc-
cessful detection. The DCDVS has introduced a volume
structure to extend the range of the collision detection so
that it can provide an effective detection success rate. We
further increase the speed range to [420, 1562] from [20, 420].
It can be observed from the Table 4 that the success rates
of the CCD algorithm and the proposed HCDVS algorithm
have been slightly reduced to 96.7% and 96.6%, respectively.
Nevertheless, the DCDVS and DCD algorithm provide only
6.7% and 0% success rates, respectively.
In addition, to evaluate computational costs for the four
collision detection algorithms, we record the average detec-
tion time these algorithms spend in detecting a collision
between the virtual heart and virtual surgical instrument with
different radii. It can be observed from the Table 4 that for
the different speed ranges with different radii of the surgical
instrument, the CCD and DCD algorithm always provide
the longest and shortest detection time among all the four
algorithms, respectively. Interestingly, the average detection
time of the proposed HCDVS algorithm is similar in speed
ranges [0, 200] and [200, 600] when the radius of the surgical
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instrument is equal to 1.0. However, the proposed HCDVS
algorithm provides longer average detection time in speed
range [600, 1562] than those in speed ranges [0, 200] and
[200, 600]. Similarly, we also observe that the proposed
HCDVS algorithm is also similar in speed ranges [0, 200]
and [200, 600] when the radius of the surgical instrument is
equal to 1.0. Also, the proposed HCDVS has longer average
detection time in [600, 1562] than in [0, 200] and [200, 600].
In addition, the DCDVS algorithm has the second shortest
average detection time among all the four algorithms.
The following observations can bemade about the collision
detection performance of the four algorithms: The compar-
isons between the CCD, the HCDVS, DCDVS, and DCD
algorithm show that the CCD and HCDVS algorithm can
accurately and effectively detect the collision between the vir-
tual heart and surgical instrument with different sizes in dif-
ferent speed ranges. On the other hand, the DCDVS algorithm
also achieves accurate and effective collision detection on the
condition R = 1.0 and speed range [0, 600], or R=0.1 and
speed range [0, 420]. The DCD algorithm achieves a rela-
tively accurate and effective collision detection on the condi-
tion R = 1.0 and speed range [0, 200], or R=0.1 and speed
range [0, 20]. From the above analysis, the CCD and pro-
posed HCDVS algorithm are restrained by neither the sizes
nor the speed ranges of the surgical instruments. The CCD
and HCDVS algorithm have good adaptability to surgical
instruments with different sizes in the surgical simulation.
Specially, by using interpolation techniques, the CCD algo-
rithm always obtains the accuracy and robust collision detec-
tion between the virtual heart and surgical instrument with
different sizes in different speed ranges. However, the inter-
polation techniques also increase the computational cost of
the collision detection. Compared with the CCD algorithm,
the proposed HCDVS algorithm adopts the volume structure
to perform the dynamic interpolations. When the detected
MSM moves fast, the HCDVS provides more interpolations;
otherwise, the HCDVS provides fewer interpolations. There-
fore, the HCDVS has a lower computational cost compared
with the CCD algorithm.
But it is worth noting that surgeons’ actions are very
smooth and slow when they perform the surgical operation.
This indicates that the virtual surgical simulation does not
need to supply the fast collision detection under the normal
surgical circumstance. Therefore, our proposed DCDVS can
also use to detect the collisions in surgical simulation.
VI. DISCUSSION
To achieve an effective balance between deformation accu-
racy and real-time performance in surgical simulation,
an appropriate deformable physical model is required. Owing
to the simple structure, the canonical surface MSM can pro-
vide an excellent real-time performance. However, the canon-
ical surface MSM failed to provide a good shape restoration
performance when it generating large deformations. This has
a significant influence on the deformation accuracy of the
canonical surface MSM. To improve the shape restoration
behavior, we develop a new surface MSM that has the fol-
lowing characteristics and advantages: (1) A new type of
flexion spring opposes bending in terms of the included angle
between the initial position vector and the deformational
position vector; therefore, this flexion spring enables our
surface MSM to accurately and effectively achieve the shape
restoration effect of the volumetric MSM when our surface
MSM generating large deformations. (2) Our MSM has good
real-time interactive capability because it uses the surface
topology instead of the volumetric mesh MSM to simulate
soft tissue. (3) Our MSM has good adaptability to various
topological models using surface triangular topological units,
which can be used to establish other topological units, such
as rectangular or hexagonal topological units. It is should be
noted that the shape restoration performance of the MSM
has great impacts on its deformation accuracy. If the MSM
is unable to achieve the good shape restoration performance,
it cannot provide accurate deformation. Interestingly, the pro-
posed surface MSM overcomes the fundamental drawback
that the surface canonical MSM cannot provide an accurate
shape restoration performance. Therefore, we can enhance
the deformable accuracy of the MSM by improving the
shape restoration. This also indicates that our proposed sur-
face MSM has opportunities to replace the volume MSM to
achieve a reasonable balance between the real-time interac-
tive performance and good deformation effects in the surgical
simulation.
The proposed surface MSM, however, has some limita-
tions that should be further investigated: (1) The accurate
deformation of the MSM not only depends on its shape
restoration, but also on its mass, spring stiffness and damping
coefficients. More specially, the mass, spring stiffness and
damping coefficients of the MSM should be linked with
the material parameters of real soft tissue, such as Young’s
modulus and Poisson’s ration. In this way, we can obtainmore
accurate model parameters from the material parameters of
the real soft tissue according to biomechanical test results.
Since we do not obtain Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ration
of the real heart tissue in time, the model parameters of our
MSM have been manually set and regulated until the model
achieves a good visual appearance. Therefore, some further
investigations on the proposed MSM need to be done in
the future. First, we will plan to measure and achieve the
material parameters of the real hear tissue such as Young’s
modulus and Poisson’s ration. Then, we will utilize these
material parameters to determine the mass, spring stiffness
and damping coefficients of the proposed MSM. It is should
be noted that it is a challenging problem for the proposed
surface MSM to discern its mass, spring stiffness and damp-
ing coefficients because it is hard to provide a reasonable
match between the coefficients of the proposed surface MSM
and the material parameters of the real volumetric tissue.
This is to require our further investigations. For instance,
we can improve the complex match between these coeffi-
cients and material parameters by trying to some new swarm
intelligence algorithms [64], [65]. (2) This paper did not
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elaborate on the relationships between various reaction forces
and different deformation behaviors, such as nonlinearity and
viscoelasticity. If the model parameters of our MSM can be
reasonably regulated, our MSM can accurately describe these
relations between various forces and deformational behav-
iors. Thus, the abovementioned issues will be investigated
in future work. (3) In addition, a reasonable combination
between the proposed surface MSM and the volume MSM
may achieve a promising balance between the real-time inter-
active performance and good deformation effects in the sur-
gical simulation. Finally, we will realize applications in the
surgical simulation by using the proposed MSM.
In addition, the interactive accuracy also relies on the
interactive collision in the surgical simulation becausemissed
detectionsmay lead to unacceptable simulation or remarkable
distortion results. The DCD algorithms have low computa-
tional costs and provide great real-time interactive collision
detections. Consequently, it is used to conduct interactive
detections between the surgical instrument and virtual soft
tissue in surgical simulation. However, it may miss detec-
tions with fast movements, great large deformations, or sur-
gical with very small sizes in surgical simulation. The CCD
algorithms can offer accurate collision detection by using
continuous interpolations. However, they have high computa-
tional costs in the real-time interactive detection. To achieve
a reasonable compromise between the real-time interaction
and detection accuracy, we propose two new collision detec-
tion algorithms: DCDVS and HCDVS algorithm. First, the
features and advantages of the DCDVS algorithm are demon-
strated as follows: (1) The DCDVS algorithm can accu-
rately and effectively detect relatively fast collision behavior
between surgical instruments with different sizes and our
MSM by extending the effective range of collision detection.
(2) The CDVS algorithm does not need to limit the sizes of
surgical instruments to a certain range to ensure the validity
and reliability of the collision detection between the surgical
instrument and our MSM; the fundamental reason for these
advantages is that our algorithm utilizes volumetric structure
detection instead of face structure detection, which enables
the effective detection range to be extended from the length
2R to the length 2R + l; this extension can enable the max-
imum velocity of the surgical instrument to increase from
Vmax = 2R/1t to Vmax = (2R+ l) /1t . Subsequently,
the characteristics and advantages of the HCDVS algorithm
are demonstrated as follows: (1) The HCDVS algorithm can
accurately and effectively detect great fast collision behaviors
between surgical instruments with different sizes and our
MSM by combining the interpolation technique of the CCD
algorithm with the CDVS algorithm. (2) Compared with the
CCD algorithm, the HCDVS algorithm adopts the volume
structure to perform the dynamic interpolations. When the
detected MSM move fast, the HCDVS provide more inter-
polations; otherwise, the HCDVS provide less interpolations.
Therefore, the HCDVS have a lower computational cost
compared with the CCD algorithm. In addition, since the
DCDVS and HCDVS algorithm can effectively improve the
detection accuracy between the virtual surgical instrument
and our MSM, the DCDVS and HCDVS algorithm also fur-
ther improves the interactive accuracy in surgical simulation.
It should be noticed that the DCDVS fails to provide accurate
detection between the surgical instrument and virtual heart,
when there are fast interactions between them. In fact, sur-
geons’ operations are relatively smooth and slow when they
perform the surgical operation in most surgical procedures.
This indicates that the virtual surgical simulation does not
need to provide the fast collision detection under the normal
surgical circumstance. Therefore, the proposedDCDVS algo-
rithm can also use to detect the collisions between the sur-
gical instrument and virtual heart, decreasing computational
costs and improving the real-time interaction in surgical
simulation.
Similarly, some further investigations will be done for the
proposed collision detection algorithm: (1) The proposed
HCDVS algorithm uses volume structures to replace the
triangles to conduct dynamic interpolations. Actually, the vol-
ume structure distance l is linked with the interpolation num-
ber, and also influences the computational cost and detection
accuracy of the HCDVS algorithm. In the future, we will con-
sider how to establish effective relations between the volume
structure distance and the interpolation number to improve
the performance and adaptability for the HCDVS algorithm.
(2) This paper aims to solve the collision between the surgical
instrument and the proposed MSM algorithm. Next, we will
further consider the tissue-tissue collisions for the proposed
algorithm in the surgical simulation. (3) We will combine our
MSM and collision detection algorithm with other MSMs
to further implement a more effective balance between the
interactive accuracy and the real-time performance in surgical
simulation.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present a new surface MSM for improving
the shape restoration performance and real-time interactive
performance. Since the new flexion spring is developed in our
MSM, ourMSM can achieve accurate shape restoration in the
deformational simulation. Since surface triangular topologi-
cal units are used in our MSM, the model has good adaptabil-
ity and real-time interactive capability for simulating different
mesh topological models. Since the DCDVS and HCDVS
algorithm are developed for our MSM, our MSM can achieve
accuracy and fast collision between surgical instruments with
different sizes and our MSM.
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